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United States Senate

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On January 13, 1978, you asked us to examine the factual
support and the contractor's justificat' ns for interest ex-
pense and lost interest income includeu , shipbuilding claims
filet between 1973 and 1976 by the Newpou; News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Company with the Department of the Navy.

Specifically, you asked if the contractor understaced the
amount of Government progress payments. Also you were inter-
ested in knowing the contractor's borrowing sources and the
amounts and propriety of interest attributable to compensating
balances the contractor was required to maintain for bank loans.
After discussions with your office, we mutually agreed to limit
our work to a sample of 12 monthly accounting periods from the
9-year period covered in the claims.

Newport News filed five separate claims, with total imputed
interest calculated at about $77 million. The company sought
equitable adjustments that would include an increased profit
for the use of capital in financing the additional work and
delays caused by the Navy. The $77 million should not be con-
strued as the amount requested by Newport News to be paid on
settlement because the financing claims would be governed by
the cost-sharing provisions of the contracts. The contractor
estimated that about $29.9 million of the company's requested
additioinal financing costs would be reimbursed if the claims
were approved as filed.

Newport News points out that receipt of the $29.9 million
would amount to an interest rate of about 5 percent of the
Rmount claimed by Newport News to have been financed. How-
eier, we do not believe the effective interest rate is
relevant to the questions we responded to.

In our examination we did not address the issue of whether
the claimed amounts were requests for reimbursement of inter-
est :financing costs) or requests for compensation in the form
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of an increased profit. 1/ Regardless of the manner in which
the claims are viewed or the degree to which the Navy may
have relied on the claims data, the calculated amounts
serve as the initial basis submitted by the contractor for
negotiation of a settlement.

* * * * *

For the period reviewed, the interest calculated by
Newport News was higher than what we consider reasonable
as an accounting matter. Our conclusions are based on
what we believe to be (1) more realistic rates of interest
than those used by the company and (2) more appropriate
methodologies for determining the bases upon which interest
was calculated. Newport News management officials strongly
disagreed with each of our conclusions citing legal issues
and differences of accounting judgment as stated in the
enclosure to this report. As a cautionary note, we point
out that we have examined the methodologies used by Newport
News at a point in time (e.g., the claims as submitted) on
a subject that has been and remains, in our judgment, un-
settled by the appeal boards and the courts.

For the 12 months we reviewed, the total amount calculated
by the contractor was $14.5 million. The amount that we con-
sider reasonable as an accounting matter should not have been
more than $10.9 million, a reduction of about 25 percent. This
percentage, however, cannot be statistically projected, and our
review should not be considered as an evaluation of the claims
as a whole.

The differences between amounts calculated by Newport
News and us resulted from Newport News'

--using estimated interest rates when actual
data was available that would have produced
lower charges;

-excluding actual Government escalation payments
on one contract in its calculations, thereby in-
creasing the base upon which financing costs were
computed (this exclusion was clearly identified in
the claims and according to Newport News resulted
from its interpretation of the contract which was
the subject of a legal dispute with the Navy);

1/ See contractor's comments regarding rates on page 2
of enclosure I.
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-failing to reasonably allocate total shipyard monthly
borrowings to the individual claims resulting in the
use of the higher interest rate for borrowings when
the use of the lower savings rate would have been
more appropriate (while the company claims there was
no reasonable way to allocate borrowings, we do not
agree); and

-including amounts for compensating balances
exceeding actual amounts required for bank
borrowings.

In commenting on our conclusion that the amounts claimed
were higher than what we consider reasonable, Newport News
stated that it had the legal right to resubmit the claims
on the basis of what it considers appropriate methodologies
under more recent legal decisions and that resubmission
would produce even higher claims. Newport News believes that
its methodology would produce equivalent results over the
entire claims period.

According to the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
and court decisions, contractors are entitled to financing
chargeson changed work sometimes allowed as a cost and some-
times as a profit factor depending on the particular contract
provisions involved. The mode of calculation (including what
rates should be used), however, has not been settled by the
courts, and the amount of financing awarded depends on the
circumstances of each case. As a oart of its review of the
company's claims, the Navy is determining the amounts, if any,
that it will pay as a part of the company's settlement.

Our findings and the contractor's comments are discussed
below.

NEWPORT NEWS USED ESTLMATES FOR INTEREST
RATES W'HEN ACTUAL DATA iJAS AVAILABLE

For 11 of the 12 accounting periods we examined, Newport
News used average prime interest rates quoted by the Chase
Manhattan Bank of New York which were higher tnan the actual
average rate based on daily weighted average borrowings and
incurred interest costs contained in the contractor's account-
ing records. The actual average monthly interest rate ranged
from 0.0212 to 0.3066 percent lower than the rate used, which
is equal to annual rates ranging from 0.25 to 3.7 percent.
For 1 month, however, the actual average rate was 0.1366 per-
cent higher than the rate used. The effect of using the Chase
Manhattan average prime interest rate, instead of a rate based
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on' the actual borrowings data available, increased the claimed
amounts.

Newport News had outside borrowings at the prime interest
rate but also had borrowings from Tenneco Corporation, its
parent corporation, at less than prime interest rate. We used
average monthly borrowings that included the lower Tenneco in-
terest rate as well as the rate on outside borrowings. In -
absence of any conflicting data, we must assume this was an
arm's-length transaction, and Tenneco charged Newport News its
cost of money borrowed and/or internally generated. It should
-be noted that, subsequent to the filing of the -laims, the prime
interest rate decreased, and for a portion of tihe claim period
the actual average rate would have been somewhat lower.

Newport News comments

The company contends that all of its outside borrowings
were at least at the prime rate. It said it had never been
able to borrow, during the claim periods, at anything less
than the prime rate from outside sources. But the company
agreed that it had borrowed internally from its parent cor-
poration at fixed rates which were sometimes slightly higher
than the prime rates and sometimes slightly lower than the
prime rates.

The company believed that the rate charged on internal
borrowings from its parent corporation was irrelevant in
the computation of financing as submitted in its claims. It
bases its position on a 1976 Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals decision 1/ in which the board refused to consider the
rate charged by a parent corporation to its subsidiary for the
purpose of computing a financing claim. It therefore believed
that its approach of ignoring intracorporate borrowing rates
was in accordance with the recent legal precedent.. Newport
News stated further that the actual rates paid on money bor-
rowed from its parent corporation should not have been included
with the rates paid to outside lending sources to compute the
"average monthly interest rate" we used in calculating the
increased profit for capital use. Newport News does not
believe intercompany rates are as realistic as the independ-
ently established prime rate.

The company stated it was not claiming actual interest
expenses or actual financing on amounts invested in the
changed work. Rather, it chose to impute the amount of
increased profit claimed as a result of being forced to

1/ Ingalls Shipbuilding Division, Litton Systems, Inc., ASBCA No.
1'717, 76-1 SCA ¶ 11,851.
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finance the changed work. Since it was never able to borrow
from outside sources at anything less than the prime rate,
the company determined that the use of prime rates in the
calculations was both reasonable and equitable.

The company believed it was; both equitable and appropriate
for it to use average prime rates consistently throughout the -
calculations since these rates provided a reasonable and more
accurate (and probably conservative) approximation of the cost
of capital during the periods in question. To illustrate this,
Newport News provided additional information showing that the
actual interest costs for the entire claim periods were greater
than the amounts resulting from applying the average prime
interest rate against total borrowings.

Our evaluation

The Newport News borrowings for certain periods were
largely from its parent corporation at interest rates lower
than the average prime interest rates used in the claims.
It provided no data showing that the parent corporation was
actually incurring financing costs comparable to the prime
rate on funds loaned to Newport News. We therefore believe
that the rates actually charged by Tenneco should have been
used by the company in preparing its claims.

Concerning the company's position that the interest
rate charged by the parent corporation was irrelevant based
on a 1976 Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals decision,
we question whether the circumstances surrounding that case
are similar enough to provide a precedent to the issue in
question here. For example, Newport News used a different
theory and method in preparing its financing claims than
those used in the cited board case; Newport News is a separ-
ate corporate entity, whereas the appellant in the board
decision was a division of a corporation. Further, Newport
News borrowed money from its parent corporation or 3-year
or demand notes at specified interest rates rather than on
the basis of daily fund transfers between the corporate office
and its shipbuilding division as depicted in the case referred
to by Newport News.

Additional information provided by Newport News indicates
that actual interest costs were greater than amounts result-
ing from application of the average prime interest rate against
total borrowings because of decreases in the prime rate. How-
ever, the data was for periods in addition to those we reviewed
and subsequent to those periods covered in the current claims
submissions.

We recognize that with regard to a contractor's
compensation for financing changed work as an element of
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profit, the Board has stated that the measure of recovery is
not necessarily dictated by the rate the contractor paid on
borrowings or by the rate of return on the contractor's invest-
ments of its own equity capital. 1/ However, we are aware of
no case law that supports Newport News' use of average prime
rates as an imputed rate to calculate compensation as profit
when evidence of the actual rates the contractor paid on
borrowings was available.

NEWPORT NEWS EXCLUDED ACTUAL GOVERNMENT
ESCALATION PAYMENTS ON
ONE CONTRACT IN ITS CALCULATIONS

The financing claims were based, in part, on received
progress payments being less than costs incurred.

The contractor excluded all Government escalation payments
on the contract for the DLGN 36 and 37 cruisers in its calcula-
tion of receipts from the Government. The claim calculations
clearly show this. The contractor interpreted the contract as
not requiring the inclusion of escalation payments in deter-
mining periodic contract progress payments made by the Navy.
For some years, the Navy made progress payments in accord. =e
with Newport News' interpretation. But the contractor and
the Navy disagreed on this issue. A contract modification
was then issued and signed by both parties on June 20, 1972,
which revised the contract payment clauses to coincide with
other Navy shipbuilding contracts. This revised wording
specified that escalation payments and received progress
payments were to be considered together in determining the
amount of progress payments to be made to the contractor.
Our calculations included these amounts after June 20, 1972,
that Newport News' excluded.

Newport News comments

Newport News stated that, during the early stages of
performance under this contract, both the company and the
Navy interpreted the payment provisions as not requiring the
inclusion of escalation payments in determining periodic con-
tract progress payments required to be made by the Navy.
The company said that the Navy changed this payment practice
by modifying the contract and that, to receive payments of
any sort under the contract, it felt compelled to sign the
modification on June 20, 1972. The company disputed this
Government action and reserved its right to contest the matter
later.

1/ Baifield Industries, Div. of A-T-O, Inc., ASBCA No. 18057,
77-1 BCA 112,348 at 59, 748; Baifield Indu'tries, Div. of
A-T-O, Inc., ASBCA Nos. 13418, 13555, and 17241, 77-1 BCA 1
12,308 at 59, 475.
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On February 11, 1977, all outstanding issues of dispute
on the contract between the parties were settled, and the
company received an adjustment to its target costs and tar-
get profit accordingly. The company said it was paid about
$8.3 million outside the cost*aharing provisions of the con-
tract which was recognized by the Navy and believed by the
company to be attributable to financing. Newport News stated
that, for all practical purposes, the settlement moots the
dispute between the parties over the propriety of the Navy's
ci-nrge to the progress payment method.

Newport News further stated that, irrespective of the
elimination of this dispute, we reopened the financing claim
on the contract and assumed a legal resolution of the progress
payment dispute in favor of the Government. It claims that,
in so doing, we artificially decreased the company's loss
in revenue for the period in question.

Newport News said that, if the financing claim on the
settled contract is to be considered along with the other
claims still outstanding, we should acknowledge that (1) the
DLGN 36 and 37 claims Jave been settled along with the pay-
ment disputes over 1 year ago and (2) our calculations
necessarily resolved the progress payment dispute in favor
of the Navy. It said to do anything less would be manifestly
unfair to the company and misleading.

Our evaluation

We based our calculations on the payments received for
escalation because you asked in your letter of January 13, 1978,
whether the amount of progress payments were understated.
Normally, escalation payments arm in the nature of progress
payments in that they compensate for certain increased costs
incurred. As a general matter, increased costs of actual per-
formance are included in a contractor's reported costs incur-
red, and an appropriate comparision requires that compensatory
escalation payments be included with other receipts.

The purpose of our calculation was to include the effect
of the omission of tnese escalation payments upon the claims.
Newport News is correct that, in so doing, we have alined our
calculation with the Navy's prenegotiation position on a
matter that was in dispute. We have not examined the details
of the settlement finally reached, nor do we take a legal posi-
tion on the dispute involved under that particular contract.

7
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NEWPORT NEWS FAILED TO ALLOCATE
SHIPYARD MONETHLY BORROWINGS IN
FOUR OF THE FIVE CLAIMS

Each of the five claims were filed individually and at
different times with the Navy. The claims are independent of
each other and could be independently '.ettled.

In four of the five claims, Newport News used total
ship-yard-wide average monthly borrowings in calculating
'imputed financing instead of allocating these borrowings to
each of its claims. In its method of preparing the claims,
Newport Newt computed loss in revenue by deducting actual
Government payments from costs. It then multiplied the aver-
age prime interest rate times the lesser of total borrowings
or adjusted lose in revenue to compute interest expense.
Because Newport News did not allocate borrowings between the
claims, the adjusted loss in revenue was usually less than
total borrowings. However, the adjusted loss in revenue was
more than the appropriate amount would have been if Newport
News had allocated borrowings. This increased the amount of
each cla=: because it resulted in the use of the average prime
interest rate to compute iiterest expense when a lower rate
should have been used. For example, for the five claims,
Newport News calculated interest expense totaling $2.1 million
for January 1975 which was based on applying the prime interest
rate against $256.9 million. For that same month, the actual
incurred interest ccst to the contractor was $1.2 million based
on actual daily weighted average borrowings of $153.7 million.
The amount of interest expen;e was further increased because
the imputed interest charges were compounded monthly over the
period covered in the claims.

Newport News agrees that it did not allocate borrowings
between the claims but states that it made sufficient provi-
sions for necessary adjustments in the "Adjustments' section
of eact. claim. The adjustment provision referred to by
Newport News states:

"The Contractor recognizes that, had the additional
delay presented in this proposal not occurred on
these vessels, the average G&S,[General and Service]
supervision, and overhead percentages for each vessel
would not have been as high as currently indicated.
He further recognizes that to avoid duplication of
payment for G&S, supervision, and overhead, an
adjustment should be made. However, since any
adjustments made must be in accordance with the
values ultimately adjudicated for this proposal,
such final adjustments will be made at that time."

8
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Because the provision does not leal specifically with
financifig, we do not believe thine adequately discloses the
need for an adjustment in the in. ;:st claims.

Newport News comments

Newport News stated that, to have allocated borrowings
'.to the several contracts, it would have had to assume a
sequence in which the claims would have been submitted and
settled. If this could have been done, borrowings could
have been allocated to the first claim up to its loss in
revenue, with the balance applied to the second, third,
etc., up to the full extent of the borrowings. Given the
impracticalities of such a scheme, the company provided in
each claim for adjustments as other claims were settled.
Newport News specifically attempted to clarify this factor
when they called it to the Navy's attention in a company
letter of April 20, 1978, to the Chairman of the Navy Claims
Settlement Board.

Newport News said that the company would handle the
adjustment mechanism for subseq'uent claims by taking into
consideration the amounts allowed for financing on previous
settlements (such as the DLGN 36 and 37 cruisers) when
negotiations commenced on the next claim.

It was further explained that, for this procedure to
work properly, the Navy must disclose to the company the method
it used for calculating the amounts paid for financing on the
preceding claim settlement. The company stated it has received
no indication from the Navy 23 to how the Navy calculated the
$8.3 million in financing paid under the DLG14 36 and 37 contract.

Our evaluation

The contractor could have allocated borrowings in preparing
and submitting its claims. Since this was not done, the con-
tractor should have included language in its claims .;iarly
stating that the total borrowings were used in each of se',eral
claims and that appropriate adjustments would be made as the
claims were settled.

Also Newport News indicated it would have to determine how
the Navy calculated financing claims paid under settled con-
tracts to make the appropriate adjustments it agrees are
required.

9
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NEWPORT NEWS rfCLUDED AMOUNTS FOR
Mi:ENSA`.'TNG BALANCES EXCZEEING ACTtjI;

AMUNTS REQUIRED POR BANK BORROWINGS

A Ocompensating balance" is an amount that a borrower must
keep on deposit in noninterest bearing accounts at a bank in
order to qualify for borrowings against lines of credit at an
agreed-upon rate. As such, it does represent a cost to a
borrower. Newport Noew said it was required to maintain a
15-percent compensa'ting balance and used this in calculating
the c·aims for financing.

We examined the 15-percent rate and found it, in general,
to be the correct rate. We found, however, that it was applied
to amounts greatly exceeding actual company borrowings and to
amounts borrowed from the parent corporation (Tenneco) which
were not identified as originating from a line of credit and
did not require a compensating balance. Absent any evidence
to the contrary, we assumed that the rate charged by Tenneco
reflected its time cost of the money loaned, including any
costs it might have bad to maintain compensating balances on
its borrowings.

We also found that, in some months, interest expense was
computed on coraper.sating' balances in addition to total bor-
rowings. Because interest expense was computed on total
borrowings and compensating balances were generally required
for the duration of tAd lines of credit, we believe that a
fairer measure of the cumpany's costs of carrying the compensat-
ing balances would have been on the basis of lost investment
income.

Newport News comments

The company expressed concern that we took the position
that the rate Tenneco charged for amounts borrowed by the
company reflected Tenneco's time cost of the money loaned,
including any costs it night have had to maintain compensat-
ing balances on its borrowings. As discussed previously, the
company believes that thr rate it was charged by Tenneco for
the money loan d by tha parent corporation for funding the
changed work i.- irrelevant in the computation of the company's
imputed financ ing claim. Despite our assumption that this in-
ternai rate Was fully reflective of the cost of money to the
parent corporation, Newport News said this was not tne case.
The company also said that, although Tenneco's cost data was
not reflected in the company's books, a review of the compensat-
ing balances for the period in question reveals that the parent
corporation borrowed extensively against lines _: credit which,
like those of the company itself, required compensating balances.

10
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The company said its approach to calculating financing
assumed that, if the company was in a "borrowing mode" during
a monthly period in question, the company would have had to
borrow an amount equal to the coapensatory balance to obtain
the same aount of funds. It said this was the basis for
the company's treatmsnt of compensating balances, for pur-
poses of calculating, in the same manner as tot' borrowings.
The company stated that it was a mattear of opinion whether
interest expenses could be computed on compensating balances
in addition, to total borrowings, and, in the absence of legal
precedent, this matter remains in dispute between the parties.

Our evaluation

.Nwport News did not provide sufficient evidence showin,
that the borrowings from its parent corporation required col-
pensating balances or that the interest ratae charged by its

.parent corporation did nor provide for recovering all costs of
the borrowinga. Due to the nature of the loans by the parent
corporation, we believe it is fair to assume that the interest
rate charged reflected its time cost of -the money loaned.
Purther, we included virtually all of the contractor's interest
costs as interest expense regardless of the source of funds.
Thus, if any of the funds were required for compensating balance
purposes, we included the full interest costs.

Newport News has provided no explanation why its parent
corporation would have charged less than its actual costs of
borrowing if, ir. fact, it did have to borrow the funds it
made available to Newport News.

We agree that it is a matter of opinion whether interest
expense can be computed on compen'ating balance. fowever, we
used lost investment income to measure th* costs of carrying
compensating balances required by banks because virtually all
of Newport N4ews' interest costs of borrowings were used in our
calculation of interest expense.

We believe also that the company's rationale for
irrelevancy of the interest rate and compensating balance
requirements for its borrowings from its parent corporation
is not consistent with the following statements contained
in the claims:

" '* ' ae Contractor has included in this section
all computations necessary to reasonably approximate
added financing charges which are Government-responsible.
Also included are full details of the assumptions and
factors used to compute amounts claimed.

12.
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"The essential ingredient of that kind of imputing
is the need to develop a fair and equitable measure
of the costs which were increased by the Government's
failure to equitably increase the contract billing
prices after ordering the changes here-involved."

We do not believe the full details of Newport News'
assumptions about its costs of borrowings from Tenneco were
included in the claims. Also, it is our opinion that the
company did not use data related to cost of borrowings
from Tenneco which was available to reasonably approximate
a fair and equitable measure of the costs.

In summary, Newport News representatives strongly disagree
with our assessments of the claims and maintain that it is
irrelevant that actual data was not used since it was imputing
interest in its claims. They argue that imputing by definition
is a calculation of the time value of money without regard to
actual events. We believe estimates should not be used when
costs have been incurred and actual data is reasonably avail-
able. We recognize that the claims include imputed interest
which implicitly involves estimating. But to the extent actual
data is available for use in such computations, we believe its
use is preferable absent proof that its use would be unreason-
able. This is not inconsistent with recent cases regarding this
type of claim.

If you desire, we ca- provide more details and answer any
questions you may have.

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce
its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of this
report until 7 days from the date of the report. At that time,
we will send copies to Newport iews and to the Naav, and make
copies availaole to others upon request.

Sy your

Comptroller General
of the United States

Enclosure
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NCWSuRCzE I ENCLOSURE I

Ne _Wp rNews Shpbuill 4dngM a *_
A TewecoC.omoanvf NeM Neu. *qmW 2e7

(801 t47-2Om

July 7, 1978

Bonorabe El B. Stauts
CoMpoller General of the United States
General Acco9rd.ng Office
U1 G Steet. 3. '.
'iashingtan. . C. 20543

:oo N. St"s:

y ltter doted Jmy 13, 1978, S r my k JaCkAOm,
dmem of the Senoe p m SubeiLttee on Imvatiations, requesteod

te Gnerl alc lustif Offic to re A "'the factul sUppt respecting
this aspect (the ft oming portion) of the Ieeport _e claim, including
te contractor's ustdficatio for thq item in questio." Rpresenttives
of the GAO llmatl Office Ia firginia Bach. virginia, conuucted a review
of Cte CMmy's fiascg claim and prepared a "Statement of Factu" dated
lWy 17. 1978, cocM ring these d cla i . The Cotpany wa and is in absolute
Udisgezmnc wiLth mac of the "facts" alleged and conclusions reached in
cth A "Scacmt of Facts.'"

By telegrm dated June 23, 1978, the Company requested the
opportunaty to eet vith your Office concerntin the proposed Sctaeent of
Facts; and, an a result, on June 29, 1978, a nating was held between Company
represetaCvets and 'fr. Stolorow vith other representatives of your Office.
At this meetin, Xr. Stoloreo explained that aCy of the conclusions and
nech of the *mterial expressed in the "Statment of Facts" would not be
utilized in the response to Senator Jackson's Subcommttee on Investigations.
Rather, Mr. Stooro eophasized the issues hbad been narrowed to four general
areas of disagreement which relate primarily to methods of computation:
(1) the Company's use of estimated, rather than actual, interest rates;
(2) the Company's exclusion of certain escalation payme~nts from its calcu-
Lations of receipts from the Navy; (3) C'e overlap among the five claims
with respect to periods characterized as "borroving mode" periods; and
(4) the Company's application of compensating balances with respect to
funds obcaind from its parent, Temneco. As a result of this meeting, the
Comony agreed to provide its coments oan the four basic areas of disagree-
mnt (mcclosed herewith an Attacr ent 1). ;e have also enclosed for your
tLformation and use (parIcularly with respect to other methods of conputaction
as Attachmt 2 the response ve had prepared to the "Statmnet of Facts"
prior to our meting.



ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

onorable Elmer B. Stats . S. S. & D. D. Co.

First, the Company believes that it is imperative that G0 clear up
the apparent confudsio and isendrstanding of the Jackson Subo tttee and
ay others who ar under the impressio that in its Requests for Equitable
Ad:jusamt the Company requested amMt of approimtely $77 mllion as

financig or "interest" rIurs t. nder the incentive pricing, share-
li/ methodology used by t!e Company in its request for additional profit for
financing, the Copany was requesting oly approximately $29.9 sillion
attributable to the additional financing which it was copelled to absorb
due to nao-payment by the Ny with respect to the equitable adju tsant

aim.

By comparison with any recognized or reasonable standard, the
Comsny' s claims for additional profit for financing were ultra-corservative.
The additional asounts sought for financing constitut.d less than five percent

of the ounts requested as equitable adjustments, coputed on a straightline,
simple interest approach. The Company believes that the e trmely modest
nature of its financing claim most be ephasized iLu any respon to
SeaItor Jackson's Sbcomittee.

The Company's Requests for Equitable Adjustment requested lower
additional profit rates for financing than any race awardel by the Boards of

Contract AppeAL.s in comparable cases. A wole series of Armed Serwica Board
of Contract Appeals decisions issued In the past several years has established
that, as a minimm, contractors are entitled to six percent of the equitable
adjustment alloved as additional profit for financing (coputed without regard
to the existence or amount of actual borrovwing). Inealls Shipbuilding Division,
Liton Svstems. Inc., ASBCA .o. 17579, 78-1 BCLA 13,038; Baifield Industriesu
Div. of A-T-0. Inc., ASBCA No. 18057, 77-1 BCA 1 12,348; New York Shipbuilding

Co., Div. of Merritt-Chapman & Scott Corp., ASCA No. 16164, 76-2 8CA 1 11,979.

Under t'ese judicially rognized standards, the Company's current
requests for additional profit due to financing re substntially understated,
rather than being overstated. Further, under thes judicially recognized
precedents, the existence or non-ezistenca of Company borrowings od compensa-
ting balances are irrelevant. Utilization of the Board-approved, financing-
profit approach would moot any question of duplication of "borrowing mode"
periods. By virtue of the fnmancing rate comparisons created to respond to

the May 17, 1978 GAO "Statement of Facts," (See Attachment 2) the Company now
recognizes chat it might be advisable to increase its additional profit clas<
to reflect the profit levels established by these more recent Board cases.

Senator Jackson asked whether "the inclusion of such interest (is) a
proper charge against the Government." The Company believes that GCa most respond
that the Company's fin-ncing claim, while not technica11y "interest" clai, are
in aomuncs less tn what the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals would
consider to be a proper charge against the Government.

2
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E _orablel rE lm B. Stats N. S. S. & D. D. Co.

Frwther, vith respect to the four areas of couer,. identified by
lr. Stoleomw t ou? recent meetin, to the eutet that CG my disaree with

the C y's contunti regarding any of the isses, the Company believes
tbc it a eermaly important for GAD to clearly identify its disagreement
a GA's coucentios respectng legal issues or differencsu in opinion ou
acCrtan conventions, whichever is applicable. Ibme of the four issues
currely being studid by Mr. SCOlrow involves factul questions.

The Company recognizes that any different rguents can be d
to support eny proposed methods for computing additional profit for financing.
Sbhoud CG wish to espouse a different pbilosophy than that reflected in the
Ccupamy' I quests for Equicabl Adjustme, the Company believes that it
voud be approprrite for GAO only to rely upon methods vwhich have support in
udicial precde or recog ed accounting principles.

During the J--m 29 meting with Mr. Stolorow nd other representatives
of the GO, the Company assured that it would be give the opportunity to
metr Gd's propoled response to the Jackson Subcomttee prior to its sub-
misat i to the SubcomJdtte. M e Company was further usared that its ::enots
o the proposed respose vould be included vithin Jhe bot, of the forral respouse
submitted to the Subcobittes. The Company rmins prepared to asis: in any
possible wy to clarify the apprent misunderstandn concerning th-e! claims
for aditionel profit for financig.

Yours very truly,

C. E. Dart
Eecutive Vice President

One duplicat to . r .J . Stolotow

Attacment I
o UxS Response to Specific Issues Identified in the

June 29, 1978 secting by the GAO Review Teau

Attacmntm 2 [See GA0 note.]
o US letter to The Honorable Elmer B. S :aats,

dated June 29, 1978, not formally submitted
o Poit-by-Point Response to GAO "Statment of Facts"

Dated y 17, 1978 (20 pas)
o GwO letter to Mr. C. E. Dart, MIS, dated May 17, 1978

(1 pages)
o S letter to Rear Admiral F. F. mngaszaro, dated

April 20, 1978 (1 pages including enclosure)
o UIS latter to GAO, dated Hay 8, 1978 (8 ptges)
o dded Financing Ezplanatio (3 pages)

GAO note: Attachment 2 not included in this report.
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

Attactc I to Newport RNew
Lattur of July 7, 1978

Ymoporc 'ew Shipbuilding Response to Specific Issues Identified
in the June 29, 1978 Meetint b, the ,AO revmie Tem

On Thorsday, June 29, 1978, repesentaives of Newport !_ ShpLbulding

(the Company) and the General Aiccoscng Office m-t to discuss the forthcoming GO.

report to Congres on the "financing" eolemnts of the R'quests for Eqlitable

Adjustment (EAs) sub.:ated by the Company under six shipbuilding contracts. During

this mesting seeral important issue wret discussed by the parties, some of which are

addressed in the coer ltter to this Attachment. In addition, thn GCA persounel

provided a fY"-pag "talttin paper" which Identified fr specific Are of coca

to GAO. The Company's response to each of these four itce is sac forth below.

1. GAO coentc: Newport Nw used estimates for interest rantes whM actual data
was available.

In preparing its claims the Company used average prime iaterest rates

provided by Chase Manhatcan 3ank of Nev York City. The GAO auditors found that for

11 of the 12 accounting periods examined, these rates vere higher han the "sverage

rate based on the actual daily weighted average borrowings and iacurred interest cost

contained in the contractor's accounting records." The records to which the auditors

refer include borrowings of the Company from outside sources, as well as Company

borrowings from its parent corporation.

The Company contended, and Mr. Peacock (Project Manager of the audit team)

admiet.td during the osting that all of the Coopany's outside borrowings vere at least

at priml rate. In fact, the Company has never been able to borrow, during the periods

encompassed by the claims, at aunthing less than prime rate from outside sources. It

did, however, borrow internally from its parent corporation at rates which vere

slightly lover than prim rates.

4



ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE r

It- i the Company's position that the rate charged on internal borrowings

from its parent corporation is irrelevant in the computation of financing as submitted

in the XIs. In a recant decision, the Ared Services Board of Contract Appeals

refused to consider the rate charged by a parent corporatios to tcs subsidiary for

tbh purpose of computing a financing clam. See, Ingalls Shipbuildint Div. Litton

Swtr . Inc., ASCA Ngo. 17717, 76-1 BCA L 11,851. Thus, the Company's approachi hich

pgnored intra-corpomrte borrowing rates is in accordance with renezt legal precedent.

Furtbermore, it mst be remembered that the Company was not claiming actual

interest eXpenses or actual financing on sus investid in the changed work. Rather,

it chose to imputs the aoi of. increased profit cl amd as a result of being forced

to finance the changed work. Since the Copmy was never able to borrowr ftr outside

sources at anything lasa than prime rate. the Company determined that the use of prime

rates in th calculations was both reasonable and equitable. This approach is in

consonance with the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals position that the amnount

of "increased profit is not dictated by the rate appe.lant paid on borrowing.

Baifield Industries, Div. of A-T-0. Inc., ASBCA No. 18057, 77-1 BCA 2 12,348. See

also, Baifield Industries. Div. of A-T-O0 Inc., AS8CA No. 13418, 13555, and 17241,

77-1 bCA i 12,308; Ingells Shipbuilding supra e Nv York Shipbuilding, Div. of

Merritt-Chapmn & Scott Corp. ASBCA No. 16164, 76-2 8CA Z 11,979.

Accordingly, it is the Company's position that the actual rates paid on

money borrowed from its parent should not have been included with the rates paid to

outside lending sources to compute the "average monthly interest rate" used by the

GAD in calculating the increased profit for use of capital. It was both equitable

and appropriate for the Corpany to use average prim rates consistently throughout the

calculations since these rates provide a reasonable and more accurate (and probably

conservative) approxination of the cost of capital during the periods in question.

i L



ENCOSRE I ENCLOSURE I

2. GAO Statmnt: Newport Nave Fxcluded Actual Governmat Escalation Payments
on One Contract in its Calculations.

In eas ing the Compmy's cais. for financing under its several ship-

building contracts, the GAO reviead the Compny's rquest for equitable adjustmn

to the MDM (soumtines referred to as the "CMW) 36/37 contract. During the early

stages of performance under thi cetrac:, the Company (and the 1 ) coempora-

neously interpreted the contract's paummnt provisions as not requirtig the inclusion

of escalation payaents in determining periodic contract progress payments required

to be made by the navy. By Modification A612 to the LCN 36/37 contract, the Navy

changed this payment practice, and in order to receive payments of any sort under

the contract, the Company felt compelled to sign Modification A612 on Jue 20, 1972.

However, the Company disputed thi Government action, and reserved its right to

contest the sattcr in the future to permit -t least partial paynt, and continued

construcctlo pending resolution of the dispute.

Subsequently, on February 11, 197.7, all outstanding issues of dispute on

the DLCN 36/37 cintract between the parties were settled, and the Company received

an adjusnta to its target costs and target profit accord!ngly. In addition, the

Company was paid some $8.3 lillion outside the incentive shareline formula which eas

recognized by the Navy (and believed by the Campany) to be attributable to financing.

For all practical purposes, the settlemnt of the contract moots the dispute between

the parties over the propriety of the Navy's change to the progress payent ethod.

Irrespective of the elicination of this dispute, th· GAO "Statement of Fact'

reopened the financing claim on the DLGN 36/37 contract and assumed 1legal resolution

of the progress paymant dispute in favor of the Government. this was accomplished by

the GAO's inclusion, in the amount of Covernment payments made tmder the contract, of

the escalation payments which the Company believed 'tre not to be considered under

the contract's progress payment schea. In so doing, GAO artificially decreased the

6



ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

Company's los in reven for the period in question, which eacerbated the

difference in ruslt beMen the Company's approach and that doterdned by the GAO

to be "proper." Ihi mincaiing that it took. "no position on the merits of the

legal ssues involved in that disput," GAO's inelsionu of te escalation paymnts

in the calculations ffoctively al.gnl d GAO with the Na's pet-settril nt position in

theesealAtion payment dispus.

TIh Cmpany submits that if the DI,& 36/37 fincacing clm is to be

considered along with the other claims still outstandin, the CAO report must

achkowledge that (1) the DULh 36/37 clim have been settled (along with the payment

disputes) over on year a, nd (2) GA's calculations necessarily resolved the

prourse payent dispute in faver of the Nvy. To do anything lea. would be

maifestly untair to the Company, and isleding to any reader of the report.

3. CAD Statement: Newport Ne Duplicted the Shipyard Monthly Brrowings in
Four of the Five Caiza.

The GAO auditors founi that in the four outstanding claim the Company

used total shipyard-wide average monthly borrowings to calculate imputed financing

"in lieu of allocating thse borrowings among its claims." GAO further found that

becaue the Company compounded it financing claino, the resulting "overstatement"

of the claim by this practice was exacerbated.

it was previously explain- d to GAO in the Company's letter of May 8, 1978

that for the Company to have allocated borrowings to the several contracts it would

have had to assume a sequence in which the clains would have been submitted and

settled. f this could have been done, borrowings could have been allocated to :he

first claim up to its loss in revenue, with the balance applied to the second, third,

etc., up to the full extent of the borrovings. Gi';e the inpracticalities of such a

L
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schm. thh Company provided in each clai for "adjusments" as other clam wyar

settled. thi factor ms specifically calld to the avy's attention in the

Compan.' a letter of April 20, 1978 to Admral anganaro, Chairmen of thei r ai

Settlemc bard.

During the June 29, 1978 meating, it was explained to the CAD tem that

the ay the Company would handl the adJoctment mechanism for the subsequmn claim

would be to take into cosidetration the rmonts allaoed for financing on previous

settlemets (such as the DLI 36/37) wh unegotLations comenced on the ne clai.

Therefore, sreming for the sake of argtuent that the next claim to be negotiated

would be tht for the S88 686/687, during those ngotiatios the effect of the

DIM 36/37 settlement would be actored into the procedure for detrinin the muc

of finsang duo the Compuy under its SSi 686/687 clai.

It was further explaned to the GCO team that in order for this procedur

to work properly, the Iy msut disclose to the Company the method it used for

calculating the arounts paid for financin on the preceding claim settlemnt. To

this date, the Company has received no indication from the Nvy as to how the NHvy

calculated the $8.3 million in financing paid under the MCN 36/37 contract. It

mast be uoted that for the adjusm et mechanism to be pot into effect Ln th next

ettlement netLociation this information umt be forthcoming.

4, GAO Statement: Neport vews Included Amounts for Compensating balances
Exceeding Actual Amounts Re-'ired for Sank Borrovwins.

GAO seemed to disagree ith the Company's use of a 15 percent coopnsating

balance factor applied to ounr "greatly exceeding Company borrowings, ad to

mount., borrowed from its parent company, Tennco Corporation, ... The GAO

auditors took the position that the internal rate char-ed by Tenneco for sua

borrowed by the Company "reflected [Ternco' s tine cost of the money lent including

amy cost it might have had to maintain compensating balances on its borrowing."

8
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As discssed above, the Coan beliee that the ra it as chard by

Temmeco for the mo1ney lned by the parent company for Ifunding the changed work is

irrelevant in the compuutiea of the Company's imputed financing claim. Furthermore,

the auditors admit that it ns an "assmtion" that this ltersal rate van fully

reflective of the coot of rnesy to the parent corporation. Thi is simply not the

bilae Tenneco cost dat was not reflected in the Company' books, a rev.ev

of the compensating balances for the tim period in questio reveals that the parent

colpany borrow etexnsaivly a aidst lines of credit which, like those of the

Company itself, required compensating bhlanc.

Finally, GC disagreed with the Coupary's calculation of "interest

opwna . . . computld on compesating balances in addition to total borrowings."

It as the auditors' belief that a "fairer measuro of the Cowpony's costs of

carrying thie omenating balances" vould be obtained by applying an investment rate

to the amount of the copensatin balances.

The Company's approach to calculating financing usuted that if the

Company was in · "b*orowing mode" during a monthly period in quietion, the Company

would have had to borrow an amount equa: to the compensatory blance in order to

obtain the srne aount of funds. This is the basis for the Company's treatment of

compensating balances·, for purposes of calculation, in the sane anner as total

borrovings. in any event, it should be noted in the report that wuhther "intereat

expenses" can be computed on compensating balances in addition to total borrowings

is · matter of opinion, and in the absence of lagal precedent remains in dispute

between the parties.
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